
 

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK: Rumney Guggenheim is 
proud to present its inaugural exhibition, Some Place 
Like Home. The exhibition will be on view from 
October 9th, 2015 to November 11, 2015 in the 
historic Williamsburgh Savings Bank at 834 Driggs in 
Williamsburg. An opening reception will be held on 
October 8th from 7 - 11 PM. 


Some Place Like Home unites an international 
selection of site-specific works by Olek in 
collaboration with Michelle P. Dodson, Swoon, Olivia 
Steele, Boxhead and Moral Turgeman, addressing 
the range of associations—from domestic bliss to 
bleakness—that define our experience of the home. 
The recontextualized works explore themes of 
estrangement and belonging in both public and 
private spaces.

Blending traditional craft and emerging technology, 
Olek incorporates new projection mapping techniques —developed in collaboration with Integrated Vision’s Michelle P. 
Dodson— into her signature kaleidoscopic knit creations. Like the objects she enmeshes in crochet, Olek’s 
phantasmagoric environments ensnare the visitor, to the point where the saccharine verges on the sadistic. 


Swoon’s interventions into hallowed spaces of the art world need no introduction. Here her variously-scaled wheat-paste 
posters on a variety of surfaces—including remnants of houses—point to her interest in exposing the structures present in 
the exchange and consumption of images.

 

Olivia Steele evokes a similar tension between sweetness and cruelty in her text-based neon sculptures. Her romantic 
aphorisms paradoxically personalize and soften the medium typically associated with the manufactured slickness of 
commercial signage and pop art.


An artist who delights in embellishing the urban environments that inspire her, Boxhead executes the first large scale 
mural on Rumney Guggenheim’s seasonal project wall. Scaling 45’ x 60’, her image cheerfully evokes New York’s 
famously  congested yet siloed inhabitants.


Moral Turgeman’s The Little House, a mirrored, full-scale cabin-like edifice, distances and interpolates the viewer by 
confronting her with the image of her own reflection. The installation provides the uncanny experience of recognition that 
characterizes the return home.
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"I don’t expect to be a mother and I don’t expect to die alone.” Olek with Michelle P. Dodson
Video Still, 2015
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About Rumney Guggenheim: 
Housed within the impressive and historic landmark of the Williamsburgh Savings Bank, reborn as Weylin B. Seymour's, Rumney 
Guggenheim Gallery is a contemporary art space that exhibits works across multiple disciplines, showcasing a fluidity of style 
and medium by artists both established and emerging. The gallery is headed by Santiago Rumney Guggenheim who is carrying 
on the legacy of his family by investing in promising new artists and engaging a new dialogue in the contemporary art world. 


About Olek: 
Olek has successfully reclaimed the old fashioned technique of crocheting. By pairing the ever meticulous and painstaking 
activity with colorful personal expression, she speaks to feminist ideals, sexuality, and creates a metaphor for the complexity and 
interconnectedness of our body and psychological processes, all while pushing the boundaries between fashion, craft and public 
art. Her work has been shown in the Brooklyn Museum of Art, the Smithsonian American Art Museum, and Miami Art Basel, 
among many other international art institutions.


About Swoon:

Working under the artist name Swoon, Caledonia Curry has spent the past 13 years in an ongoing exploration of the relationship 
between people and their built environment. Her drawings, prints, site specific installations, street interventions, and community 
based projects have been shown at MoMA, Deitch Projects, and The Brooklyn Museum, among many others.


About Olivia Steele: 
Contemporary visual artist Olivia Steele uses neon light to charge spaces with ironic and spiritual meaning. Proving that nothing is 
what it seems, Steele has created a body of contrasting works ranging from small to large installations and urban interventions 
that employ the traditional commercial medium of neon glass to make intimate statements which address the artist’s deep 
pondering on the uncertainty of life and the reality of modern culture. 


About Boxhead: 
Begoña Toledo, also known as Boxhead, began developing her namesake character 6 years ago. Since then, her large scale 
representations of the unidentifiable female have been spotted in the streets the world over, though most often in Amsterdam and 
London. Toledo doesn’t limit her artwork to the sides of buildings: her colorless and mysterious character can be found 
maneuvering realms of colorful squares in multiple mediums.  


About Moral Turgeman: 
Los Angeles based artist Moral Turgeman operates a multi-faceted design, production and fabrication studio. Her primary creative 
focus delivers global rise to three-dimensional works that lift the vibration.


About Michelle P. Dodson: 
The founding artist, along with husband Bryan Dodson, of Integrated Visions. Together they collaborate to create dynamic 
projection mapping installations that span the entire range of scope and scale. Their work has illuminated iconic structures such 
as the anchorage of the Manhattan Bridge, the lobby of MoMA, and the facade of Saks 5th Avenue's flagship store in Manhattan.
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